Abnormalities of dynamic ventricular shape change in patients with aortic and mitral valvular regurgitation: assessment by Fourier shape analysis and global geometric indexes.
The normal cardiac cycle is associated with dynamic changes in left ventricular shape, which can be disturbed in disease states. To assess the influences of diastolic volume, percent ejected volume, and abnormalities of acute or chronic systolic loading on general and detailed chamber geometry, we studied dynamic shape change recorded by x-ray contrast ventriculography in both normal patients and those with aortic (AR) or mitral (MR) valve regurgitation. While both lesions increased diastolic volume, the character of load throughout ejection differed markedly. Detailed cavity geometry was assessed by a Fourier analysis technique and general shape by eccentricity and circularity indexes. Normal hearts, showed increased systolic elongation by all indexes. AR patients displayed a similar rise in eccentricity during ejection; however, the extent of shape change when measured by Fourier and circular indexes was reduced. In contrast, MR patients displayed enhanced systolic shape change, particularly in chamber elongation. Neither simple eccentricity of circular indexes adequately differentiated these shape abnormalities, whereas detailed Fourier geometric analysis precisely characterized the abnormalities of shape change in these two diseases. Relations between the extent of shape change and ejected volume for each patient group revealed significantly more systolic deformation with a different shape versus volume relation for the MR hearts as compared with AR and controls. Thus, while dynamic left ventricular shape is certainly influenced by the extent of volume change, it also varies independently from volume related to the specific nature of loading during ejection.